
MAY 2017

FRIDAY 11/5

Myself, Aaron, Erin, and Junior headed to the Hoo for the weekend. We left DCU

at about 1400 and reached the Hoo, after KFC and shopping in Cavan, at about 1800.

Then we decided to head to Shannon for a poke about before dinner. This was a

grand little trip with a warm and humid walk across the moor to the Poll Tullyard

entrance. Like Paupa New Guinea on a cold day. We got in the cave on time,

despite us taking a different route to Junior.

SATURDAY 12/5

We rose at about 1000, and myself and Erin did the fry. We headed to Noone’s but

when we were mid way through changing the rain came in and we decided not to risk

it. We then headed to Bruce’s Pot near the now famous Cuilcagh Boardwalk car

park. We dicked about there for 2-3 hours and had been thinking about doing the

pull through trip but we soon learned we had not got enough rigging gear since

the place is not bolted.

Later on we went back to the Hoo, and I took the call out while the others went

to have a poke around Poll Thanarees before dinner.

SUNDAY 13/5

We headed to Cascades, after a fry and washing the rope. We left a heap of

“getting lost time” on our callout. Thankfully we didn’t need any of our extra

time. We went as far as the “letter box” (we think). Erin & Junior pushed

through a little further, but decided to be merciful and not leave us in the cold

for too long. Made it out very easily thanks to Erin’s cairns. With only a small

issue at the entrance side of “Five Way Junction”. We made it back to DCU around

1900.
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